Clear thinking
in a complex industry
ramboll AVIATIon

Engineering and design consultancy for the aviation sector

We have completed

200 aviation projects

worldwide.

This comprises roughly

60 million m2 of airside and
landside development.

At present

15 million m
of airside pavements
2

are managed through our air pavement management system

Airpave.

AVIATION

WHO WE ARE
Ramboll is at the forefront of innovation in the aviation industry, providing multidisciplinary
engineering services on a wide range of projects around the world.
Ramboll offers whole solutions for airport developments. From
economic evaluations and masterplanning to the detailed design
of terminals and pavement maintenance, our services cover
everything required to plan, design, implement and maintain aviation
infrastructure.
Our work is characterised by an astute awareness of airport
operators’ needs, particularly when it comes to securing long term
performance at a reasonable cost. We take the view that it is worth
questioning assumptions and, where appropriate, challenging
received ideas, in the interests of driving best industry practice.

Ramboll has a total of

9,000 employees
who work from

200 offices

in Europe, Asia, THE Middle
East, India and Russia.

Thus we are more likely to design a minimised runway refurbishment
followed up with a close monitoring regime than to suggest an overengineered solution that delivers a long life performance at a high
capital cost. We believe so strongly in the wisdom of this approach
that we developed our own airfield pavement management system,
Airpave, to aid operators in managing this key asset area. Long
experience working on airports in the world’s most challenging
climates has proved the robustness of our philosophy.
Our focus on delivering well analysed, context-appropriate solutions
is informed by a commitment to sustainability.

The Ramboll
Knowledge
Sharing
Experience,
held in
Copenhagen.

Moscow Business Aviation
Airport

AVIATION

Ramboll is engineering all airside and landside works on this
signature airport development

About the project		
A new airport dedicated to business use is
being developed at a former military site
45 km south-west of the capital. Ramboll
is providing multidisciplinary engineering
services for the entire airport including a
passenger terminal building, hangars and
operational facilities as well as an apron,
taxi-ways, car park and access road. A drive
for energy independency and efficiency
(the airport is entirely off-grid) has
informed much of the brief.
The striking form of the terminal building,
designed by architect 3D Reid, takes
inspiration from a mathematical formula
known as the Fibonacci spiral. When
approached via the new access road the
terminal building appears to rise gently out
of the natural curve of the landscape.

External view
of approach to
terminal.

Our structural engineers are using BIM
(Building Information Modelling) software
to capture the complex geometries
involved, defining all surfaces and interfaces
parametrically to allow easy communication
within the design team as the scheme
evolves.

Internal
view and 3D
engineering
model of the
hangar and
passenger
terminal.

Energy planning is crucial to the success of
this project. All energy is to be generated
on-site. A CHP (combined heat and
power) system will pump heat and cooling
throughout the development. A snow
harvesting and storage system will provide
natural cooling for a significant part of
the year.

LOCATION
Moscow, Russia

COMPLETION DATE
2011 for Phase 1

CLIENT
NAFTA, Moscow

Ramboll SERVICES
Airport masterplanning, airside pavement
design, energy planning, water management,
district heating/cooling, structural, geotechnical,
infrastructure, mechanical and electrical
engineering

VALUE
£40m

renderings: 		
3D Reid

FAB

(Functional Airspace Block)
for Norway, Finland,
Estonia & Latvia.
Political discussion
underway

SINGLE EUROPEAN SKY
Ramboll is advising pan-European government
bodies on the implementation of a Single European
Sky to improve flight efficiency and cut CO2
emissions.

FAB for

Denmark & Sweden
agreed & due for
implementation
by 2012

EXAMPLE ROUTE

Compares shortest route
with current route that
avoids restricted airspace

B

Direct route
Current route

Single
European
Sky Area
(SES)

SES aims to
optimise ﬂight
patterns across the
EU area and will give
rise to safety,
environmental and
cost savings for
all users
Restricted airspace

(as deﬁned under
the SES protocol)

A

Single European Sky

AVIATION

in the Nordic and Baltic Countries
Our aviation experts were commissioned to investigate the
socio-economic impacts of establishing common airspace
blocks across national boundaries
About the project		
Never before have governments been under
such pressure to deliver such a high level of
infrastructure at such low cost while at the
same time reducing CO2 emissions. When
it comes to aviation, rationalising flight
patterns for greater efficiency is an obvious
place to start. However, sensitivity about air
sovereignty means the process of working
toward a united European airspace is a
highly delicate one.
In 2000 the European Union launched the
Single European Sky initiative. Its aim was
to rationalise airspace management in order
to reduce airspace congestion and minimise
CO2 emissions. In 2009 Ramboll was
commissioned to produce a socio-economic
analysis of a proposed functional airspace
block (FAB) uniting Denmark and Sweden.

Our contribution influenced the subsequent
political agreement to merge air traffic
control organisations in the two countries
- due to be fully implemented by 2012.
This represents an important Scandinavian
contribution to the Single European Sky
initiative.

In 2010 we carried out a further study to
analyse the socio-economic impacts of
expanding the FAB to include Norway,
Finland, Estonia and Latvia. This project
(known as NEFAB) would see the entire
Nordic and Baltic region united under a
single sky, reducing aviation-related CO2
emissions across the region.

infographic:
Paul Weston
large map: Source
- Eurocontrol/
Statfor www.
eurocontrol.int
inset map: Source
- DFS Deutsche
Flugsicherung

Pulkovo Airport

AVIATION

We are the lead consultant for the redevelopment of airside
and landside assets at Pulkovo airport - one of Europe’s
largest aviation projects

About the project		
In 2007 an international competition was
launched for the design of a landmark
terminal and surrounding airport ‘city’
at Pulkovo Airport, St Petersburg. A
consortium was appointed to deliver the
scheme. Ramboll - who assisted the winning
consortium - is lead consultant, providing
full design consultancy services via project
teams in Russia, UK, Denmark and Sweden.
Phase 1 of this very large project includes a
number of elements. As well as a new main
terminal building and pier, the refurbishment
of Pulkovo 1 Terminal is being undertaken.
Commercial and airport support structures
are being developed landside, including
hotel, business centre, offices, warehousing
and parking facilities. Much work will also
be done to improve and expand airside
infrastructure. The existing apron is to
double in size and a new cargo apron is to
be added.

Internal view
of Pulkovo
Airport.

This ambitious scheme is to be completed
to a tight three year programme with
the airport remaining operational for the
duration of work. It is projected that at the
end of this phase the airport will be serving
more than 14m passengers a year.

Rendering of
all primary roof
steel work.

LOCATION
St Petersburg, Russia

COMPLETION DATE
2013 (phase 1)

CLIENT
Northern Capital Gateway

Ramboll SERVICES
Airport masterplanning, airside pavement
design, building services, façades, fire & safety,
geotechnical, sustainability, acoustics, lighting
design, environmental impact assessment and
structural engineering

VALUE
€1 billion

renderings: 		
Pascall + Watson

For the first time BREEAM*
is to launch a code for
airport terminals.
Ramboll is providing
expert consultancy
to help define the new
standards.
*Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method

BREEAM Airport Terminal
Code Development

AVIATION

Ramboll’s sustainability consultants are working with BAA and BRE on a
pilot BREEAM code for airport terminals

About the project		
British Airports Authority (BAA) is replacing
Terminal 2 as part of the Eastern Campus
redevelopment at London’s Heathrow
Airport. Committed to sustainability,
BAA instigated discussions with the
internationally recognised developer
of sustainability standards BRE Global
to formulate BREEAM criteria specific
to airport terminals. Our sustainability
consultants were appointed by BAA to
collaborate with BRE in formulating the new
codes.
We facilitated a series of workshops with
BAA and BRE to refine the collective
thinking on sustainability in terminal design.
Some standard criteria (for example those
relating to ecology and transport) were
considered less relevant, while new credits
were proposed such as easy wayfinding and
aircraft stand efficiency.

Feedback from this process helped inform
the scheme design for T2A. A biomass boiler,
photovoltaics and CHP had already been
incorporated into the design of the new
terminal. Following the workshops, and once
a preliminary set of BREEAM terminal criteria
had been drawn up, the design team added
water efficient fittings and leak detection
systems to improve T2A’s sustainability
performance.

BREEAM expects to launch a pilot version
of the airport terminal code in 2011. The
knowledge gained from this project has
already brought benefits to other Ramboll
airport terminal projects.

‘This project has offered Ramboll a unique opportunity to be
involved in defining new sustainability criteria tailored to a
development as bespoke and complex as an airport terminal.’
Marie Sebban, Ramboll Sustainability Engineer.

LOCATION
Heathrow Airport, UK

COMPLETION DATE
2014

CLIENT
BAA

Ramboll SERVICES
Sustainability consultancy

VALUE
Confidential

Airport functional
at all times

AIRPAVE - HOW DOES IT WORK?
PAVEMENT DATA

Pavement condition is reported to
the system. Key performance indicators
are tracked: frictional resistance,
bearing capacity, & surface condition.
Measurements are made & visual
records taken & stored in the system

TRAFFIC DATA

Airport traffic, type &
frequency of take off &
landing are reported to
the system

CONTROL

PREDICTION
Pavement mapped into
segments for detailed
monitoring

BENEFITS
• Safety - ensuring a
safe durable pavement
at all times
• Cost effective
• Long term ﬁnancial
planning
• Systematic collection
& storage of data

User friendly
web-based
interface
adaptable to
any mobile
devices

AIRPAVE DATA STORAGE
& MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS &
OPTIMISATION

FINANCIAL DATA
Airport business data is
tracked: Revenue/Cashﬂow/Capital are all
reported to the system

Pavement
segments

Airpave system, software
& databases

Airpave software
continually evaluates all
data, analysing residual
pavement and ﬁnancial
conditions. Optimised
maintenance schedules
are then developed,
balancing current and
predicted technical &
ﬁnancial considerations

STRATEGY & REPORTING
Information &
results delivered
in Executive or
Full Technical &
Financial detail

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

Alternative strategies & maintenance
timings can also be produced

HOLISTICALLY MANAGED PAVEMENT LIFE CYCLE
Any new maintenance
works reported back
into the system

ACTION

Maintenance &
rehabilitation
of pavements
where required
in line with
chosen
strategy

sydney airport
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airpave implementation
Ramboll-developed Airpave saves Sydney an estimated 30%
on its yearly maintenance budget

About the project		
Ramboll won a competitive tender to
supply Sydney International Airport with an
air pavement management system. Initially
implemented in 2004, Airpave continues to
deliver a precise and economic framework
for managing the airport’s 3 million m2 of
paved assets.
When the operator invited tender
submissions it was facing some costly
maintenance challenges. With some of its
pavements more than 30 years old, the
demand for repair work was increasing.
Unexpected closures to taxiways and
runways due to the need for emergency
repairs meant loss of revenue as well as
inconvenience to travellers.
Airpave was selected above four other
competitors because of its unique flexibility.

Airfield pavement performance is analysed
according to several indices including
frictional resistance, bearing capacity and
surface condition. An appropriate repair
programme can then be deduced: one that
addresses the specific performance criteria
that have been highlighted. Airpave is unique
in the industry for offering this depth of
analytic precision, ensuring maintenance
work is never over-engineered.

We have provided the operator with ongoing
training and support in the use of Airpave,
including regular software updates. The
programme has delivered an estimated
30% saving on maintenance costs per year.
Airpave has been implemented in numerous
other international airports including
Athens, Copenhagen, Vienna, Newcastle and
Domodedovo, Russia.

AIRPAVE
Airpave is a whole solution for managing an airport’s paved
assets. It embraces pavement monitoring, prediction of likely
maintenance needs and long term financial planning. Any
airport serving 3-4m passengers or more per year stands to
benefit from using a pavement management system. Webbased and user friendly, Airpave is the leading product on
the market.
infographic:
Paul Weston

Copenhagen
International Airport

AVIATION

long term collaboration

Since 1992 Ramboll has served as in-house consultant for all the airport’s
maintenance, refurbishment and expansion needs
About the project		
When we first came on board Copenhagen
Airport had a 15 million passenger capacity.
We have since provided a full suite of
multidisciplinary services to support
the airport’s growth to serve 30 million
passengers per year. From new terminal and
cargo facilities to runway and apron design,
our work has touched nearly every area of
the airport, which comprises 9.1 million m2
of airside and landside facilities.
Our long term alliance with this operator has
provided fruitful opportunities to collaborate
on innovative approaches to airport
maintenance and design. For example, we
developed the industry-leading airport
pavement management system, Airpave,
in partnership with Copenhagen airport.
Working so closely with a major operator
meant we were able to iterate and re-iterate
the programme until it precisely addressed
their maintenance and fiscal needs.

While working on an early job – a
refurbishment to an existing runway –
we developed another industry leading
solution: the thin porous friction course. This
optimised asphalt overlay is designed with a
specific frictional capacity that obviates the
need for regular removal of rubber deposits
from the runway. This significantly reduces
maintenance costs.

We have also worked on several major road,
rail and tunnel links connecting the airport
to vital inter-city routes, most recently on
the railway that connects the airport to the
Oresund Crossing.

‘We have worked on more than 100 unique projects at
Copenhagen Airport covering every aspect of airport
planning and design.’
Lars Ostenfeld Riemann, Ramboll Group Director, Buildings & Design.

LOCATION
Copenhagen, Denmark

COMPLETION DATE
Ongoing collaboration

CLIENT
Copenhagen Airports A/S

Ramboll SERVICES
Feasibility studies, airpave implementation, airside
pavement design and refurbishment, structural
engineering, infrastructure, project and programme
management

VALUE
Confidential

Aerial and
internal view
of Copehagen
International
Airport.

SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED FRICTION
VALUES

Typical surface
texture depth
2 - 5mm

20mm

SELF CLEANING
SURFACE

Texture promotes
longer lasting effects
of de-icing agents

EXISTING
PAVEMENT
with aggregate

The Ramboll-designed thin porous friction layer is a
high performing asphalt solution designed to self-clean
the rubber deposits that typically build up on airside
pavements over time.

SELF CLEANING SURFACE
TOUCH
DOWN
ZONES

RUBBER DEPOSITS
(Usually require maintenance
cleaning programme for
removal)

THIN POROUS
FRICTION LAYER

BONDING
Versatile in its
application the
friction layer
can be bonded
to either existing
asphalt or concrete
type pavements

Existing pavement

RUBBER DEPOSITS

20mm 1-2hrs
Thickness of the
thin porous friction layer

AIRSIDE PAVEMENT INNOVATION

Fast efficient solution, open
to traffic only 1-2 hours after
implementation

During normal use
rubber deposits can
build up on the airside
pavement adversely
affecting friction values,
especially in the touch
down zones

RAIN
AIRCRAFT
TYRE

RUBBER
DEPOSITS
DISPERSED
Existing pavement

SELF CLEANING ACTION
During periods of rain
rubber deposits are broken
up & dispersed through the
combined actions of water &
tyre contact. This obviates the
need for maintenance cleaning
programmes
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Dublin Airport

Airside Refurbishment Works
An innovative approach to runway refurbishment ensured
high performance while reducing long term maintenance
costs for the operator
About the project		
Dublin Airport brought us on board
to consult on a phased refurbishment
programme including works to three
taxiways and one runway. The upgrading
of existing facilities formed the first part
of a masterplan agenda which foresaw the
future inclusion of an additional runway to
meet anticipated passenger growth.
It is standard practise for operators to
refurbish paved assets to achieve a design
life of 20 years. The logistics of major
refurbishment are, however, complex,
particularly within a live airport environment
where even temporary runway closure
causes passenger inconvenience and
loss of revenue. Our analysis returned to
first principles, proposing a minimised
refurbishment to achieve a reduced design
lifetime of 8 years without compromising
safety.

Once work on the new runway was
completed, the existing runway could be
closed for further strengthening without
affecting air traffic capacity.
Our design featured the application of a new
pavement technology: a thin porous friction
course consisting of a 20mm asphalt overlay
atop the original concrete surface.

What is unique about this pavement
design is its self-cleaning ability. Standard
pavements must be routinely maintained to
remove rubber deposits left behind following
aircraft touch down. The porous friction
course is designed with a particular frictional
capacity such that, when it rains, rubber
deposits are naturally lifted away during
aircraft take-off.

‘The porous friction course allows operators to simply
eliminate a maintenance function they would otherwise
have to carry out regularly.’
Jesper Sundahl, Ramboll Project Director, Aviation.

LOCATION
Dublin, Ireland

VALUE
€13m

CLIENT
Dublin Airport Authority, 				
Fehily Timoney Ramboll

COMPLETION DATE
2011
Ramboll SERVICES
Feasibility studies, maintenance and management
of airside and runway systems
infographic:
Paul Weston
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scope of work
Heathrow Airport, Terminal 2B, UK - Structural Engineering Design
We have worked on numerous projects at Europe’s busiest airport. We recently
provided engineering expertise on the concept and scheme design for the planned
Terminal 2B. The new facility is part of the replacement to Terminals 1 and 2 and
features improved satellite pier arrangements. Buildability drove our engineering
design, with a focus on prefabricated elements and minimised foundation work
through concise geotechnical investigations. Our scheme included detailed
sequencing and multiple phasing to ensure an efficient programme within this
extremely busy working airport environment.

Athens International Airport, Greece - Airpave Implementation
Ramboll won a competition to implement a comprehensive pavement management
system at Athens International Airport. The Ramboll-developed Airpave system is
designed to monitor pavement condition, support accurate reporting and enable
effective long term financial management. We installed the system, provided training
to personnel in its use, and have provided ongoing support with inspections and
forward planning. Airpave subsequently identified various maintenance issues in
selected pavement areas. We drew up an optimised refurbishment scheme to address
each unique repair requirement and oversaw the tender and construction process to
ensure value for money. The programme has delivered an estimated 30% savings on
maintenance costs per year.

Latvia Regional Airports, Europe - Masterplanning
When Latvia joined the European Community, its Ministry of Transport commissioned
Ramboll to carry out a feasibility study on the redevelopment of three Soviet airports
to accommodate increased tourist and commercial traffic. Our study formed the
basis for a successful application to the European Bank to support the development
programme. We were then tasked to produce detailed masterplans for the airports in
Ventspils, Liepaja and Daugavpils. Phase 1 of the Lieupaja masterplan has since been
completed.

AVIATION

Infrastructure Development in the Bahamas – 				
Feasibility Study
The EU commissioned us to assess infrastructure assets on the Bahamas with a view
to prioritising funded refurbishment projects for the greatest national good. The
feasibility study we produced was used to facilitate strategic decision making about
the EU’s funding of selected infrastructure projects in the region.

Sandefjord International Airport, Norway - Masterplanning
When air traffic at Sandefjord rose sharply in 2004 due to the opening of low cost
routes, in particular by Ryanair, the airport operator commissioned Ramboll to
masterplan a phased expansion to meet increased passenger demand. Our team’s
deep understanding of the low-cost flight sector underpinned our masterplan
philosophy, which emphasised the efficient use of airside, terminal and landside
facilities to support speed of passenger and aircraft processing.

Newcastle Airport, UK - Refurbishment and Maintenance Works
We revised an initial design for a runway refurbishment scheme, saving Newcastle
Airport 67% in capital expenditure. Our analysis proved that a minimised 50 mm
asphalt inlay would ensure the necessary level of performance. Future risk could then
be mitigated through the implementation of our pavement management system,
Airpave. The result was a streamlined maintenance programme that could easily be
implemented within the constraints of a live airport environment.

Gatwick Airport, UK - South Terminal Refurbishment Works
As part of a broader masterplan to expand the UK’s second busiest airport to a
capacity of 40 million passengers within 10 years, Gatwick carried out a series of
refurbishments to its South Terminal. We provided structural engineering services on
numerous projects including an airside/landside boundary relocation (which involved
the insertion of a steel-framed fourth floor extension), security enhancements and
goods in/ waste away planning. We are currently working on another major project for
the operator, this time at the North Terminal, involving the strategic reconfiguration of
the baggage handling system to support the growth agenda.

images:
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New Hyderabad International Airport, India - Airside Design
This development at Hyderabad, built on a greenfield site, is one of several new
aviation schemes we have worked on in India. Phase 1 of the masterplan was designed
for a capacity of 5 million passengers; on completion the masterplan envisages a
doubling of that capacity. We delivered the detailed design for civil works including all
airside pavements. An informed analysis of all the client’s masterplan needs led to an
innovative pavement programme that ensured optimal performance while minimising
capital expenditure. Following indepth consultation with the client as well as a careful
analysis of projected air traffic growth, we proposed an initial pavement specification
that delivered a 10 year lifetime rather than the usual 20 years, with an additional
overlay to be installed at the next stage of the masterplan once revenue had accrued
to support further development. This minimised solution, consisting of an asphalt
overlay above an aggregate base, was quicker to construct and less capital intensive.

BAA Stansted Chemical Store, UK – Infrastructure Engineering
BAA replaced an existing chemical store with a new facility large enough to store
over 300,000 litres of de-icer, used for cleaning Stansted runways in times of extreme
weather. We developed the scheme from the feasibility stage right through to
construction. The result was an innovative triple-line defence system for the storage
of de-icer materials that set a new standard for facilities of its kind. The scope of our
involvement also included traffic analysis and circulation, road marking and signing,
pavement and kerbing design, and the design of lighting and tank foundations. This
was the most recent in a series of projects we’ve worked on at Stansted drawing on
our full range of multidisciplinary services including masterplanning, asset condition
assessment and the design of security measures.

Chisinau International Airport, Moldova - Technical Advisory Services
As part of a broader development process that is geared to preparing Moldova
for possible entry into the EU, Chisinau Airport is being upgraded and expanded.
Ramboll is contributing a range of technical advisory services to the client including
the evaluation of masterplans and designs as well supervision of the construction
programme. The masterplan sets out an ambitious programme of improvement
works involving the refurbishment of the runway, expansion of the apron and
upgrading of the taxiways (laying 361,000 m2 of new pavement in total) as well as the
implementation of an upgraded airfield lighting system.

AVIATION

EU South Asia Civil Cooperation Project - Feasibility Study
We led an investigation into South-Asian aviation safety standards and outlined
recommendations for a harmonisation programme to integrate European safety and
air traffic management standards across the region. Funded by the EU, the scheme
aimed to support aviation authorities in India, Afghanistan, the Maldives, Nepal, Bhutan
and Pakistan to achieve the highest level of safety.

Billund Airport Expansion, Denmark - Airside Pavement Design
We supplied Billund Airport with an optimised design for a new apron and three
taxiways. We modelled likely aircraft movement across the apron area, mapping
the loading requirements in each zone. This analysis was then used to define the
parameters for a composite pavement solution with concrete used in areas of high
loading and less costly composite materials used elsewhere. The result was a high
performance pavement at 70% of the cost of a traditional (fully concrete) apron
design.

Luton Airport New Terminal, UK - Structural Engineering
This new terminal at London’s fourth airport increased its capacity to ten million
passengers a year. As a central feature of architect Foster and Partner’s design, we
produced a vast internal column free space that maximises both capacity and visibility.
The envelope is of profiled steel with a glazed wall on the landside and a strip of
glazing airside. The curved aerofoil roof and airside undercroft for traffic and loading
were designed in response to studies of wind and jet blast.

New Bangalore International Airport, India - Airside Design
We have supported New Bangalore International Airport through a two-phased
masterplan whose ultimate aim is to serve a capacity of 10m passengers a year. Our
work has involved environmental assessment, design and supervision of runways,
taxiways and aprons, and the engineering design of aircraft maintenance facilities.
Phase 2 of this ambitious scheme, which involves laying 40,000m2 of additional apron
for cargo and passenger traffic, is due to be completed in 2011.
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OUR SERVICES
Ramboll provides services for the whole
life cycle of an airport.
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FEASIBILITY AND MASTERPLANNING

Air quality assessment
Business/economic planning
Capacity/demand analysis
Construction/procurement scheduling
Contamination risk management and remediation
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 		
(ESIA)
Environmental baseline studies
Feasibility studies
Flight safety management
Infrastructure and utilities planning
Market evaluation/forecasting
Masterplanning
Noise assessment
Risk management/minimalisation
Security planning and consultancy
Site selection
Stakeholder consultation
Technical due diligence
Transport planning
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Acoustic engineering/noise impact
Baggage handling systems
Bridge and tunnel engineering
Building services engineering
Construction permit applications
Construction tender and contract development
Cost planning and control
Digital modelling and optimisation
Environmental auditing and reporting
ESIA monitoring programme
Façade engineering
Fire engineering and consultancy
Geotechnical engineering and assessment
Land drainage, surface water management 		
and flooding
Lighting design and engineering
Mechanical and electrical design
Operational risk assessment
Passenger flow simulation
Pavement systems
Pollution control and management
Project and programme management

l
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Security planning
Site supervision/monitoring
Solid waste management
Structural engineering
Sustainability services
Systems planning and development
Waste water treatment
Water supply
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OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Airpave – airfield pavement management system
Air traffic management
Asset surveys/capitalisation
Buildings and structures maintenance
Change management and planning
Environmental management system auditing
Environmental reporting
Refurbishment and renovation
Restructuring programmes/consultancy
Waste management

1

FEASIBILITY AND MASTERPLANNING
Ramboll is well placed to advise clients on all aspects of the
early planning stages of airport development.
Our planners have advised governments, regulatory bodies and
private developers around the world on air safety, emissions
reductions and flight pattern optimisation. We are experienced
in providing the feasibility data necessary for successful
applications for EU funding for major infrastructure projects.
We understand the need for a fully integrated approach that
takes into account how aviation sits within a broader network
of infrastructure provision – often a key consideration in
sustainability strategy. Some of Europe’s most recognisable
infrastructure projects were Ramboll-designed including the
Oresund Crossing and the planned Fehmarn Belt submerged
tunnel link.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Our multi-award winning building and design team excels
at delivering optimised terminal buildings. From Heathrow
to Gatwick, Hyderabad to Moscow, we have engineered
numerous new builds and refurbishments, often within live
airport environments. When it comes to airside infrastructure,
we take a reasoned approach to phasing, composite materials
use and future planning so we may deliver high performance
pavements to the most efficient programme.
We supply all the associated disciplines necessary for whole
project delivery, embracing every aspect of design from
acoustic engineering to security planning and baggage
handling systems. Clear communication both within the design
team and amongst diverse stakeholder groups underpins
our multidisciplinary approach, ensuring effective integration
across services.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Ramboll has a proven track record in providing holistic
operational and maintenance support to the aviation sector.
Our expertise is wide-ranging. We provide consultancy in
change management and planning, environmental reporting
and air traffic control, as well as support in the long-term
maintenance of key infrastructure.
We are known for our numerous innovations in air pavement
engineering, ever advancing industry practise in the use of
more elegant, less energy intensive solutions. Our research
in this area has developed hand-in-hand with our work on
Airpave, our own air pavement management system.
The result is a fully integrated approach to safety and
performance, one that supports clear asset management and
long term financial planning.

2

‘Our ideal solution is one that unites
global scientific expertise with a deeply
rooted understanding of the local
context.’
Kurt Bech, Ramboll Head of Aviation.

AVIATION

about ramboll
Ramboll is a leading engineering, design and consultancy company at the forefront of innovation.
From across 200 offices we apply our engineering skills and passion to a wide range of projects
around the world.
Ramboll provides consultancy in the areas of buildings and design,
infrastructure and transport, environmental services, renewable energies and
oil and gas. From this service platform we can draw on skills from each area
to deliver the multi-disciplinary approach and creative thinking that each
client seeks.
The core values of Ramboll reflect a strong commitment towards sustainable
development, always seeking to improve the working and living conditions
of people with our design solutions.

Combined with our drive for excellence, we are in a strong position to
deliver solutions which work for everyone. Throughout its history Ramboll
has received many prestigious awards which recognise the innovative and
technical skills of our team.
Ramboll is long established and financially strong, structured for longevity
through the Ramboll Foundation ownership. Our team of 9,000 dedicated
specialists share knowledge globally, applying their expertise and enthusiasm
on projects at a local level that benefit both people now and future
communities.

‘Our long standing relationships with a number of airport, airline and air traffic
control operators give us a clear understanding of what our clients really need.
With an eclectic mix of backgrounds and expertise, the aviation team brings a
broad understanding to bear on each individual project, allowing us to challenge
standard procedure in favour of creating optimised solutions that address the unique
opportunities and constraints of any given job.’
Frantz Buch Knudsen, Ramboll Project Director, Aviation.
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